
LVDC Lighting System Generates Cost Savings for Rent-A-Center

Retailer with 2700 stores begins program by retrofitting 475 stores in the first 14 months

Dallas, TX– (May 16, 2016) – Enlighten Luminaires today announced the successful implementation 
of LumaNEXT™, an innovative, low-voltage DC lighting system designed specifically for retail, at 250 
U.S. Rent-A-Center stores, achieving a 30% net reduction in the stores’ power consumption for lighting.
LumaNEXT is the first low-voltage illumination solution that requires no transformer or ballast at the 
fixture level, streamlining installation and significantly reducing the need for costly periodic maintenance. fixture level, streamlining installation and significantly reducing the need for costly periodic maintenance. 
“We basically created a safe, scalable IT infrastructure for lights,” said Rent-A-Center Director of Field 
Construction Peter Tsanacas. “Since LED is a semiconductor that lasts longer and is more efficient, the 
smart decision was to implement a total LED system that also eliminated fail points above the ceiling.”

How LumaNEXT Works
By stepping down AC to low-voltage DC in a centralized format using conveniently located Power Stations, 
the LumaNEXT system extends the lifecycle of LED by eliminating drivers at each light fixture. Current is 
conveconverted from 208V AC to 48V DC using centralized Power Stations that are conveniently located in the 
back office for real-time service by store staff when necessary. Low-voltage power is then distributed using 
pre-cut cables connected to Energy Routers, creating light zones throughout the store.In addition, modular 
components provide the option of adding future sensor upgrades for energy management and data capture 
on shopper behavior. Rent-A-Center was able to efficiently upgrade 250 stores with this system in three months. 

About Rent-A-Center, Inc. 
A rent-to-own industry leader, Plano, TX-based, Rent-A-Center, Inc., is focused on improving the quality of 
life for its customers by providing them the oppolife for its customers by providing them the opportunity to obtain ownership of high-quality, durable products 
such as consumer electronics, appliances, computers, furniture and accessories, and smartphones, under 
flexible rental purchase agreements with no long-term obligation. The Company owns and operates 
approximately 2,790 stores in the United States, Mexico, Canada and Puerto Rico, and approximately 
1,960 Acceptance Now locations in the United States and Puerto Rico. Rent-A-Center Franchising 
International, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company, is a national franchiser of approximately 
225 rent-to-own stores operating under the trade names of "Rent-A-Center", "Color225 rent-to-own stores operating under the trade names of "Rent-A-Center", "ColorTyme", and "RimTyme". 
For additional information, please visit our website at www.rentacenter.com.

About LumaNEXT:
LumaNEXT is a technology provider of lighting and energy management that is changing the face of the 
industry. Headquartered in Paramus, NJ (with facilities in Sacramento and Shanghai), LumaNEXT has 
pioneered the latest in retail lighting solutions for the future with its patent-pending, plug-and-play, low voltage 
LED illumination system. Providing smarter lighting for better sales, LumaNEXT brings energy efficiency and 
value through qualitvalue through quality, delivering simplified installation processes, higher-grade lighting, sensors, and analytics 
for substantial savings. LumaNEXT systems can reduce operating costs by as much as 25% compared to 
existing LED systems, while reducing utility consumption up to 75%. LumaNEXT is solar power compatible 
and “future-proof” to accommodate system expansions and technology updates. With a more efficient method 
of power delivery, electric current is distributed from centralized Power Stations through DC distribution hubs, 
establishing LumaNEXT as the first and only low voltage system requiring no transformers, bulbs or ballast at the fixture. 
VVisit www.lumanext.com for more information. 

To learn more about LumaNEXT products and services, please contact:
Andrew Peck, CEO
T: 973.641.4792
E: andyp@lumanext.com   


